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Distribution of innovative ideas 
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Getting into Radio Astronomy in 

1963
• Summer school at CSIRO radiophysics

– lectures from Bolton, Bowen, Christiansen, Kerr.... 

• visit to Parkes Telescope

• ANU grad student
– Bart Bok enabled flexibility

– Bolton (CSIRO) co-supervisor

• The contrast between high tech radio astronomy 
and old fashioned optical instrumentation made 
my choice obvious

• Only one extragalactic astronomer in Australia!
– Bengt Westerlund
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Summer School Jan 1963
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Mentors
• John Bolton

– Anyone can get a PhD with a telescope like this (Parkes), but 
you will have to earn your PhD!

– the beginning of the networks
• meeting people - eg Fred Hoyle…. at Parkes

– beginning of my obsession with questioning things

• Radhakrishnan
– Was supposed to teach me interferometry 

• arrived by sail boat just as I finished my PhD

– thought experiments and the deep physics

• Jan Oort
– the value and simplicity of the big picture

• Dave Heeschen on management
– how to herd cats

– Too much paperwork work indicates weak management

– value your user community
• in CSIRO speak - understand you customers
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Parkes Aerial View 1963
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On Wavelength Chauvinism

• I eventually realised that specializing in one 

observational field (radio astronomy) but being 

an astronomy generalist was not only a credible 

approach to research but possibly a better 

approach.

• The modern mainstream consensus is that 

astronomers should be multi-wavelength 

observers while specializing in a narrow area of 

astronomy.

• This may not be the best approach!
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Specialise in the instrument not 

in a narrow field of astronomy.

• Many discoveries are made by instrumental 

experts not astronomical specialists

• Matching an opportunity enabled by new 

technology to an astronomical problem is 

easier if you can cover all areas of astronomy

• Cross fertilization generates innovation

– an instrumental specialist will be interacting with

astronomers from many areas

• A diversity of research styles enriches the

research community 8



The technology path

• The following examples from my career 

shows how I followed a technology driven 

path
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Parkes Variable Baseline 

Interferometer: 1965



Fitting models to visibility 

amplitudes
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• What are the Radio Galaxies?

• Luminosity v Linear size plot

– Evolutionary model accepted in the community 

– But the predictions were wrong!

– Is this the way to do science?

Double source with outer 

hotspots and spectral 

gradient

Pictor A



Pulsars at Caltech 1968
• doing IPS experiments at Goldstone when pulsars 

were discovered

• Interactive system to display pulses

• New York pulsar meeting
– almost all discussion was about pulsating                      

white dwarfs

– only Tommy Gold spoke of rotating n-stars

• Polarization
– discovered rotation of polarisation in Vela and Peter 

Goldreich correctly modelled it

– same results obtained at Parkes and published by 
Radhakrishnan and Cooke

– Peter Goldreich's response: saves us having to do the work
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General Relativity Experiments
• Goldstone 1970

– improvised an interferometer using NASA dishes

– Measured the light bending

• WSRT 1974
– two sources simultaneously to remove troposphere

– example of pushing the instrumental boundary

– But no where in the form for two sources!
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Westerbork: 1970

• 12 x 25m dishes 
1.5km linear array
– Two moveable 

– 10 redundant spacings

– Self calibration

– Two more dishes at 
3km  added later 



Understanding sidelobes
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• Simple linear array 

made it 

conceptually easier

• Hogbom Clean

• Snapshots possible

– Could observe 

many sources

– Low luminosity 

radio galaxy sample



NGC326 – pressing jet

Binary Black hole?

• From the WSRT 

low luminosity snap 

shot project



NGC326 – pressing jet

Binary Black Hole?

• Martin Rees 1978
– One black hole already 

pushes credibility – two 
was a step too far

• Binary Black holes?
– Evidence for super 

massive binary black 
hole mergers and 
Gravitational wave 
predictions

Murgia et al, A&A 380, 102-116 (2001)

Merritt & Ekers Science (2002)

VLA 1.4GHz
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Back to back in 

Nature Dec 1978



June 2013 Ekers, Radio Sources & Society 19

From Cambridge to The Netherlands 1970

then to Australia 1996

• Steven Hawking:  black holes radiate

• Small black holes evaporate in less than the age 

of the Universe

• Martin Rees: a radio pulse might be observable 

when they disappear

• John O’Sullivan:  and collaborators build a 

special instrument to look for the exploding 

black holes using Dwingeloo and 

Westerbork“there has to be a better way!”

• John O’Sullivan: Fourier Transform on a chip

 IEEE 802.11 wireless internet standard



Fornax A

on optical image



Fornax A 

Depolarization The Ant
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Fornax A 

and the ant like feature

• Need a turbulant magneto-ionic medium

• RM > 20 rad m-2

• Size 14”

• Eg

– Ne = .03 cm-3 

– B = 2  μG 

– L = 100pc

– M = 109 Mo

• Bland-Hawthorne ApJ 447, L77 (1995)

– Halpha detection at v = 1610km/s



On Conformity
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Hoyle, Burbidge and Narlikar

• You can follow a beaten path set by the community 

but if you don’t it is easy to get lost.  Mark Walker

• Avi Loeb (Breakthrough 2016)

I avoided the mainstream,  many ideas failed but some 

succeeded and then they sometimes became the mainstream.  

But you cant blame me for that



The Broader View

• The instrumentalists in my theme need not be 
radio astronomers
– Optical, IR, X-ray, Gamma-ray, particle physicist, ….

• Theorists who are also generalists have been just 
as valuable to me as the instrumentalists
– Rees, Woltjer, Loeb, Walker….

• You don’t have to be an astronomer to use your 
skills
– Haida, Ilana, Neil, …

• Its not all about discoveries – we also advance 
by observations and incremental advances in 
knowledge
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